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EXPERIMENTAL SHIELDING STUDIES AT HIGH-ENERGY
PROTON ACCELERATORS-A REVIEW
H. WADE PATTERSON AND RALPH H. THOMAS

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, California USA

'The ultimate result of shielding men from the effects of
folly is to fill the world with fools.'

Herbert Spencer, Essay 1891

Progress during the past ten years in understanding the development of nuclear cascades in matter and its appli
cation to high-energy proton-accelerator shielding are described.

1. INTRODUCTION

Whatever the 'swinging sixties' may have meant
for some, it represents a decade of steady and
significant progress in the study and understanding
of radiation shielding phenomena· at high-energy
accelerators.

Shortly after World War II, when extensive
nuclear physics research was resumed, several'new
accelerators were designed and constructed. Rot
blat, (~) in reviewing the progress of the 350-MeV
synchrocyclotron at Liverpool,· England, has
described the fundamental lack of knowledge of
the radiation fields produced by these instruments.
He stated that this lack of basic knowledge of both
the biological effects and the nuclear interactions of
high-energy particles made it. impossible to design
effective radiation shields at that time. Two
alternative solutions to this dilemma were adopted,
both having their own advantages and disadvan
tages. Several synchrocyclotrons w~ere constructed
underground with substantial earth shielding
overhead, both for the accelerator proper and fo'r its
associated experimental areas. ' Examples of under
ground accelerators are the 350-MeV synchrocyclo
troJ;1 at Chicago and the I IO-inch synchrocyclotron
at Harwell. (2) Such a solution had the advantage
of eliminating any problems of excessive radiation
external to the shield, and although costly, was not
excessively so, because of the rather small physical
'size of the machines. However;,~su~.h a solution was
only short term-it could not.be adopted indefinitely
as accelerators grew in physical size, energy, and
intensity. Furthermore, the absence ofany radiation
problem tended to inhibit undertaking fundamental
studies leading toward efficient shield design.

At some laboratories, for example at the Law
rence Radiation Laboratory-Berkeley, (3) accele-

A

rators were built above ground level with minimal
shielding i'n place. It was anticipated that as these
accelerators were developed, beam energy and
intensity would increase, although inadequate
information initially precluded the design of an
economical and efficient radiation shield. At such
laboratories it was intended that radiation studies
wo~ld form an integral part of the accelerator
development program. Although the presence of
continuing and increasing radiation problems at
many of the first-generation accelerators has been
a great stimulus for the improvement in our
knowledge of shielding, such a policy also has
con'siderable disadvantages. Lofgren(4) summarized
his views, at a symposium organized at·New York
by the~USAEC in 1957 to discuss the mounting
radiation problem at accelerators, thus:

'1 hope that theCosmotron and the Bevatron are
the last two large accelerators to be designed with
out shielding. I might mention a few of the varied
problems from our experience when shielding is
left as an afterthoughL

'1. Shielding foundation had to be put in after
the machine was completed, and this resulted in a
serious interference. with ,operation.

'2. Financing was inadequate because it was not
planned long enough in advance.

.'3. Many components that 'were installed in
areas of high radiation level requiring shutdown
for servicing might otherwise have been installed
in, low-level areas.

'4. In some areas it was nearly impossible to
design a really good shield and also have access
holes in the shield.

'5. It was necessary to abandon an appreciable
area in the building which might have been used
for laboratories and offices.'
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The economic and operational inefficiencies
resulting from incomplete consideration of radia
tion problems were documented at the New York
symposium, and it paved the way for extensive
studies of accelerator radiation fi~lds in a more
fundamental sense than hitherto. It was realized
that the mere technical solution of particular pro
blems did not facilitate extrapolation to new and
unfamiliar situations. Falk, (5) in his .introduction
to the New York symposium, suggested that if
shielding design were handicapped by the lack of
available high-energy particle-interaction data then
experiments should be performed to remedy this.
He also drew, 'attention to the fact that much
available data did not find its way into the technical
literature. In the sixties both of these deficiencies
have' been remedied. Substantialexpetiments to
study 'radiation problems in a fundamental way
have been mounted at several high-energy labora
tories in the general spirit of a recommendation
made in 1966 by a European Committee for Future
Accelerators Working Group:

'The calculation of shielding for the accelerator
and experimental areas, and the design of access
tunnels depends, among other things, on knowledge
of both transverse and longitudinal attenuation
lengths, buildup factors, dose spectrum outside
thick shields, and radiation attenuation in the
tunnels. Present information on these factors is
generally unsatisfactory and inadequate. The
Working Group felt strongly that more .reliable
information would help to avoid the need for a
high degree of·conservatism in shielding design,
and could certainly lead to significant cost reduc
tions. Therefore, it is recommended that experi
ments on an adequate scale be carried o\;1t in the
near future, for example at CERN, to improve
pre~ent information. The WorkingGroup wishes
to emphasize the vital importance and urgency of
these experiments. They should have at least as
high a priority as normal physics experiments, with
opportunity for data interpretation between runs
to guide the course of work.'(6)

Progress in this field has been principally docu
mented in the proceedings of several- international
conferences-the first organized in Paris in January
1962, (7) followed by others at Brookhaven, 1965, (8)
Berkeley, 1967,(9)-Chilton (Harwell), 1969,(10) and,
most recently, Stanford, 1969. (11) Reviews on
general aspects by ~indenbaum,(12) Livingston and
Blewett, (13) and Ladu, (14) on dosimetry by Cowan (15)
and Baarli, (16) on induced activity by Barbier, (17)
and on shielding in the Engineering COlnpendium

on Radiation Shielding, (18) fill in many specific
details.

The -problem was heightened not only by the
operational experience described at New York,
but also by the fact that several large accelerators
around the world were either in the advanced d.esign
stage or under construction and would be operating
at increased beam intensities or energies (or both)
in the early sixties. In the middle sixties design
studies for proton synchrotrons in the several
hundred-GeV region at Berkeley(19) and CERN, (20)
high-intensity linear accelerators close to 1 GeV in
energy at Yale(21) and Los Alamos, (22) and finally
improvement programs to the Brookhaven AGS(23)
and CERN PS led to important advances in our
knowledge of accelerator radiation phenomena.
The successful operation of the 70-GeV proton
synchrotron at Serpukhov is already yielding new
information, (24) and we now look forward to the
experienceto be gained at the National Accelerator
Laboratory, Batavia, with operation at 200 GeV
predicted in less than a year's time.

The radiation environment of an accelerator is
initially determined by its beam characteristics.
Beam losses during acceleration or beam transport
to experiments, as well as beam use for experi
ments, all initiate the generation of nuclear cascades
in accelerator components and shielding. This
results in the 'prompt' radiation field that is present
only when the accelerator is operating.

Physical understanding of the production of this
nuclear cascade and its transmission through the
accelerator shield provides the key to .a sucessful
solution of accelerator radiation problems. The
attenuation of the nuclear cascade determines the
quantity of shielding, and the composition of the
nu~lear cascade at deep depths determines the bio
logical potency of the leakage radiation. Histori
cally, attention was first given to the study of trans
mission of the nuclear cascade.

As induced activity and radiation damage from
the interaction of the components of the nuclear
cascade became severe they becam.e matters of
attention, but only relatively recently has any
serious atteplpt been made to study the prime
caus'e of accelerator beam losses. It seems clear
that the old adage 'prevention is better than cure'
is taken seriously only when it has to be necessity
is truly the mother of invention!

The problems that engage the attention of the
radiation physicist at a modern high-energy
accelerator are thus ,many and. varied. In addition
to studying the prime cause of radiation fields he
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Neutron energy
(MeV) f(E)

TABLE I
Values of f(E) for concrete.

(After Patterson).

1 1.00
5 0.65

14 0.55
~ 150 0.50

where atot(E) is the total cross section at neutron
energy E, andf(E) is an arbitrary parameter related
to the total cross section (and is given in Table I
for concrete).

(1)aa (E) = f(E)atot(E),

Figure 1 shows half-value thicknesses, calculated
by using this prescription, compared with measure
ments at 90 MeV, 270 MeV, and 4.5 GeV in
concrete. The general agreement between calcu
lated and measured values is seen to be quite good,
but the basic experimental technique was limited
in these measurements to poor-geometry conditions.
Lindenbaum(12) has explained such observations in
terms of the inelastic cross sections:

' ... Below 100 MeV the neutron inelastic cross
section increases rapidly with decreasing energy
until E < 25 MeV where in most cases the neutron
inelastic cross sections level.off and then decrease
suddenly as shown in Fig. 2. . .. The increasing
inelastic neutron .cross section with decreasing
energy in the region 25 MeV sEn ;:5 100 MeV
means that neutron secondaries of high-energy
primaries in.this energy range reach an equilibrium
buildup factor relative to the long-range primary
component which controls the attenuation. For
E> 100 MeV the secondary neutrons may still
have an effectively shorter mean free path than a

strong interaction, form a very penetrating radia
tion-which will be of great importance at future
high-energy accelerators. (28~'

Early experimental studies of neutron attenuation
at 90 and 270 MeV in a variety of materials and
for poor-geometry conditiqns have been reported
by Moyer and his colleague~. (3.' 27. 30) Patterson also
reported a· measurement in concrete alone at
4.5 GeV.(30) Patterson(30) has interpreted the Berke-
ley experimental data in terms of an attenuation
cross section, a a, analogous to the 'removal cross
section' used in reactor physics. (31) He writes the
attenuation cross section a a (E) as a function of
energy,

must understand their transmission and trans
formation through shielding. The measurement
and evaluation of accelerator radiation environ
ments, which itself 'came of age' in the sixties, is a
subject to which a lengthy review article could well
be devoted. In this paper space has limited us to a
discussion of the principal e~periments made in the
past 10 years and the increasing sophistication they
have produced in our understanding of shielding
performance. The increasing augmentation of our
knowledge by neutron-transport calculations is
only hinted at, and no detailed discussion of the
practical aspects of accelerator shielding design is
attempted. Several examples of practical shielding
design, however, will be found in the literature
referred to in this review, particularly the newly
published Engineering Compendium on Radiation
Shie[ding. (18)

2. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

By 1960 Lindenbaum(12) and Moyer (25) had
suggested the 'lines of attack' for the solution to
the problem of shielding proton accelerators from
several hundred MeV to several GeV. The quali
tative features of the nucle,e:tr cascade induced by
high-energy nucleons were understood and the
concepts of particle buildup and equilibrium
developed, and by utilizing data from several
sources (cosmic ray data, nucleon-nucleus cross
section data, the, Metropolis(2~) intranuclear cascade
calculations, and shielding data), it was possible to
make quantitative estimates of shielding. The
collision of a -high-energy nucleon with a nucleus

I gives rise to a large number of particles, principally
nucleons, pions, and kaons, However, a substantial
fraction of the incident energy may be vested in a
single nucleon, which in crude terms may be thought
of as propagating the cascade. At high energies,
about 1 GeV, something like 20 to 30 per cent of the
primary energy is radiated as pions, (27) but since,
their production spectra fall steeply with increasing
energy, they do not play an important part in the
cascade penetration. At deep depths in the shield
neutrons take on the dominant role in cascade
propagation, because energy loss becomes signi
ficant for protons and pions below about 450 MeV
(where the ionization range becomes roughly equal'
to the interaction length).

Although pions (and kaons, which are produced
only about one tenth as frequently) have little
influence on the propagation of the nuclear cascade,
their decay products, the muons, which have no

A2
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FIG. 1. Comparison.tbetween calculated and measure<i values of half-value thickness in concrete for neutrons.
(After Patterson.)

FIG. 2. Inel.astic neutron cross sections as a
function of energy in the range 0 to 1.4 GeV.
(After- Lindenbaum.)

higher-energy secondary, even though the inelastic
cross sections are about the same, because of the
increasing angular divergence with decreasing
energy of the secondaries. It is these facts which
tend to make high-energy (E < several hundred
MeV to several BeV) nucleon beams attenuate
approximately exponentially (after a sufficient
transition region) with a' mean free path which is
not very sensitive to the initial energy and is not
much longer than the geometric mean free path
calculated from the inelastic cross sections of the
elements in the shield.'

Thus a qualitative understanding of the nuclear
cascade is obtained in terms of the high-energy
neutron interaction lengths and low-energy particle
builq.up. High-energy neutrons regenerate the
cascade but are present in relatively small numbers.
The radiation field observed at the interface of a
shield consists of these high-energy 'propagators'
born, deep in the shield, accompanied by a train of
'camp followers' of much lower energy produced
close to the shield surface. These lower-energy
particles are directly produced in the intranuclear
cascade or in the subsequent de-excitation of the
struck nucleus by' evaporation. Moyer(25) esti
mated the radiation accompanying each survi,*ing
6-GeV nucleus in his calculation of Bevatron
shielding-his results are given in Table II.

Although such buildup factors permitted crude
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(2)

TABLE II

Estimated radiation accompanying each surviving 6-BeV
nucleon. (After Moyer.)

Protons (from cascade and evaporation) 4
Charged pions 3
Muons 0.3
Neutrons (from cascade and evaporation in ori-

ginal star plus equal number from secondary
collisions 7

Slow neutrons 70
Electrons (from 7TO decay and Compton scatter-

ing of capture y rays and nuclear y rays. 10 (?)
y Rays: Enough to yield ionization dose of

3 x 10-4 mrem

estimates of dose rate at a shield surface, precise
details of particle spectra were of course of much
greater value. Thomas(32) and Tardy-Joubert(33)
made estimates of neutron spectra developed in
accelerator shielding, assuming similarity at higher
energies to the Hess cosmic-ray spectrum. (33, 34)
Experimental techniques have been developed
capable of measuring such spectra, (35) and their
conversion to dose rate is now well understood. (36)
These developments in the past 5 years have led to
extremely important improvements in the accuracy
of shield design.

The most vital step forward, however, has been the
steady improvement in the design of experiments to
measure attenuation length.

Thomas (38) has reviewed the measurements of
attenuation length at high energies published up to
mid-1964, and has reported values in steel ranging
from 119 ± 10 to 179 ± 12 g/cm2 and in concrete
ranging from 108 ± 20 to 172 gjcm2. These wide
variations are principally due to differences in
experimental technique, but also in part to different
interpretations of the term 'attenuation length.'
Following the arguments of Patterson and Linden
baum, we might expect that at high energies

1
Aatten ~ -N em,

Gin

from which it follows that

pAatten = 38 A 1
/
3 g/cm2 (3)

if the inelastic cross section is assumed to be geo
metric and the nucleon radius is taken as 1.2 x 10-13
em. Keefe and Scolnick, (39) in reviewing experi
mental measurements of inelastic cross section
concluded that the best fit to the data is given by ,

pAatten = 38.5 AO.31 g/cm2 (4)

[not significantly different from the simple approxi
mation represented by Eq. (3)].

Table III summarizes high-energy attenuation
lengths calculated by Keefe and Scolnick, but it is
clear that the early experiments reviewed by
Thomas do not have sufficient precision to permit
a meaningful comparison with the calculated
values.
. The evaluation of a precise attenuation length
IS of course a matter of great importance, since it
is this parameter, above all others, that influences
the radiation field transmitted by an accelerator
shield. Considerable economies may be achieved
at the larger accelerators if shielding need not be
overdesigned. De Staebler, (40) in justifying his use
of a large value of attenuation length in .earth
(170 g/cm2), summarized the situation thus:

'It may appear that we are being unnecessarily
conservative in taking the largest values of " which
have been measured, but the specter which haunts
us in this connection is the unknown contribution
to the attenuation from scattering out.'
By similar reasoning shield designs for the 200
and 300 GeV accelerators at Berkeley(19) and
CERN(22) used attenuation lengths that were
perhaps longer than necessary, because of the
uncertainty in available data in the early 1960's.

A step of great importance in ordering under
standing of the input parameters necessary to
perform accurate shielding calculations was taken
by Moyer(40, 41) in his work at the Bevatron.
Based on experience at the Berkeley accelerators,

TABLE III

High energy mean free paths. (After Keefe and Scolnick.)

p U a Removal mean free path
Element A (gjcm3) (mb) (gjcm2) (cm)

C 12.01 2.25 240 83.2 37.2
Al 26.98 2.7 417 107 39.7
Fe 55.85 7.7 688 134 17.4
Pb 207.19 11.9 1710 202 18.4
U 238.03 18.7 1870 210 11.2
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(5)

Moyer developed a phenomenological model
capable of estimating the additional shieldirig to be
required as part of the Bevatron improvement
program during 1962-63. Since first proposed by
Moyer, this model has been developed somewhat
further, and the interested reader is referred to the
literature. (19, 40-45)

A proton acceler(:ltor may be considered, for the
purpose of calculating shielding, as a source of
neutrons. In the high-energy strong-focusing
proton synchrotrons it is sufficiently accurate to
ignore the radial curvature of the accelerator.
Figure 3 shows a typical two-dimensional repre
sentation of the accelerator as a line source of
neutrons of variable intensity.

The neutron flux density, 1>, in nJcm2 sec, at a
point outside the shield and greater than some
energy Emin is expressed as

1> = J:oo J::~: S(z)f(E,8),-2

(
d cosec0)

· exp - A(E) , B(E, ff) d E dz,

slowing down of the high-energy neutrons; through
elastic and inelastic scattering, gives rise to the
formation of an equilibrium spectrum; whose
attenuation is determined by the fast component
above 150 MeV. This justifies the essential
simplification made by Moyer in his calculational
method to consider only neutrons above 150 MeV.
We can then write

A(E) ~ A

J::~:f(E, 0) dE ~ g(O),

B(E, 8) ~ 1, (6)

where g(8) is the angular distribution of neutrons
with more than 150-MeV energy. Hence the high
energy flux is expressed as

FIG. 3. Two-dimensional representation of shield
ing geometry for a large proton accelerator. (After
Routti and Thomas.)

(
d cosec 8) (8)· exp -, A '

When a conversion factor appropriate to high
energy neutrons is selected, F neutrons cm-2 sec-1

mrem hh-l, and particle equilibrium is assumed,

where a, d, r, and 8 are explained by Fig. 3,

S(z) dz is the' number of neutrons
emitted in unit time by the
line element between z and
z+dz,

feE, 8) is the distribution of the neu
trons emitted as a function of
the energy and the angle, per
steradian,

Emin and E max represent the energy range of
interest. In many cases E max
will be the maximum energy
in the neutron spectrum and
Emin will be the minimum
neutron energy detected,

A(E) is the attenuation length of
neutrons of energy E in the
shield, and

B(E, 8) is the buildup factor as a
function of the energy and the
geometry.

The integration is carried over the appropriate
limits of z-in this case for an infinite line source.

As we have seen, the attenuation length of
neutrons increases with increasing energy up to
about 150 MeV 'and remains approximately con
stant beyond that. After a few mean free paths
of shielding, the nuclear cascade, generated by the

d.D.

shield

Proton

beam
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the dose-equivalent rate, DEp is given by

DEp == kF 4>p (E > 150 MeV)

kF Ng (8) d cosec 8
= (a +d)2 cosec28 exp - " (9)

where k is the ratio of the total dose rate in the
spectrum to that due to particles greater than
150 MeV. In evaluating the parameters in Eq. (9)
Moyer utilized cosmic ray data, the Monte Carlo
calculation by Metropolis et al., (26) and experimental
data taken at the Bevatron.(46)

Moyer's shield calculations were designed to
reduce neutron transmission by a factor of 100.
Thomas(43) and Smith(47) have reviewed measure-
ments taken at the Bevatron before and after the
additional shielding was installed. These measure
ments show that the overall effect of the additional
shielding was to reduce neutron flux levels by a
factor between 90 and 100, the exact value depend
ing upon neutron detector and location.

I In the past 10 years the basic physical assump-
tions of the Moyer Model have been studied and
found to be substantially supported by the experi
mental data. The concept of 'ray tracing' use'd by
Moyer has proved to be valid at deep depths in
shielding and when particle equilibrium is estab
lished. Values of attenuation length measured in
carefully designed experiments are very close to
those expected, and particle spectra may now be
readily converted to dose rate. In consequence,
particle accelerator shields may now be designed
with an accuracy to within about a factor of two
in radiation field at the shield surface.

Several experiments performed during the last
10 years have been of great importance in estab
lishing this progress, and merit discussion in some
detail. As shielding experiments progressed through
t4e decade they became more sophisticated in
design and ambitious in scope. An understanding
of this development reveals the sources of con
fusion in earlier radiation studies.

3. CERN SHIELDING EXPERIMENTS,
1960-1963

Increasing pressure from groups actively engaged
in accelerator design or construction for a resolu
tion of the early uncertainties discussed above led
to the performance of a series of shielding experi
ments at the CERN PS. It had become clear that
two alternative approaches to solving the problem·
of scattering out were possible. The first was to use
a very wide incident particle beam with large
angular divergences and assume that 'scattering in'
and 'scattering out' are balanced. The second
approach was to use a narrow, parallel incident
beam and to measure all the particles reaching a
given depth in the absorber, either by using a large
detector or by making particle-density profile scans.
The latter alternative was adopted in the CERN
experiments primarily because a narrow beam was
more readily available, but also because inherently
more information is available· from such an
experiment.

Four experiments were. carried out at CERN in
the period 1960-1963, which are summarized in
Table IV.

TABLE IV

CERN shielding experiments, 1960-1963.

Incident Neutron
proton Absorber contamination Attenuation

Experiment energy density of primary length
Number Date (GeV) (gjcm3) Beam sizea beam (gjcm2) Reference

1960 20-24 Concrete H: 25 cmb 48±5% 145±10 48,49
p =2.5,3.6 V: 8 cme

Earth
0=2

2 1961 20 Concrete H: 1.7 cm 29±4% 132±5 48-50
p=3.6 V: 6.2cm

3 1962 10 Concrete H:6cm 20±3% 164±20 49
p=3.6 V: very wide

4(a) 1962 10 Steel H: lcm 25±5% 119±20 52
4(b) 20 p=7·8 V: 1 cm 10±3% 137±10 53

a. Width at half intensity.
b. H means horizontal.
c. V means vertical.
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Ilford G.5 nuclear emulsions were the principal
detectors used through the entire CERN series of
experiments. Scanning was carried out for both
minimum-ionizing tracks and stars, providing
the possibility of discriminating between nuclear
active particles and muons at deep depths in· the
shield.

The final experiment in steel with 10- and 20
GeVjc protons (whose design is shown in Fig. 4)
incorporated all the experience gleaned from its
predecessors. (51) Neutron contamination of the
primary proton beam was reduced by large bending
of the secondary proton beam scattered from an
internal target in the accelerator. Beam size (which
at incidence was 1.2 x 1.2 cm) and divergence
( ± 2.1 mrad) were limited by two collimators in the
beam transport system. Unwanted 'halo' around
the incident beam and side scattering were reduced
by concrete shielding around the steel assembly,
which itself was sufficiently large in comparison
with the beam dimensions to be regarded essentially
as an infinite steel slab. Cavities in the steel in
which detectors were placed were made as small as
possible to reduce any perturbation of the nuclear
cascade. Although not entirely successful in
achieving all these goals, this final experiment in
steel represented a great step forward in the design
of shielding experiments and went a long way
toward eliminating many of the extraneous factors
that had influenced previous experiments and made
their interpretation difficult. Since the measure
ments in steel are the most accurate of the series,

we describe the results obtained in detail. Figure 5
shows typical beam-profile scans as a function of
depth in steel, made with protons of incident mo
mentum 10 GeVjc. (52) Similar results were ob
tained at 20 GeV(53) and are summarized in Fig. 6,
which shows the full width at half intensity of
such lateral distributions obtained from both track
and star·· scanning. The linear increase in particle
distribution with penetration is a qualitative
indication that Moyer's concept of 'ray-tracing'
high-energy particles through the absorber, de
scribed in the preceding section, is realistic. From
such profiles the total number of particles crossing
a plane perpendicular to the beam direction may
be obtained by integration. Figure 7 shows such an
integrated track intensity compared with the track
intensity on the beam axis measured at 10 GeVjc.
The slope of the peak intensity curve obtained was
119'± 5 gjcm2, compared with an estimate of
165 (± 30 %) gjcm2 for the slope of integrated
intensity. The difference between these two esti- i

mates of slope gives an indication of the influence I

of geometry on the/results of attenuation measure
ments and, in large measure, explains the wide
range reported in the literature. Although at
10 GeVjc no buildup on beam axis for either stars
or tracks was observed in steel, at 20 GeVjc some
small buildup was measured. (53) Integration of star
and track profiles gave an asymptotic relaxation
length of 185/±20 gjcm2

• Figure 8 shows star
densities measured on and parallel to the beam axis
(as a function of depth) (53) at 20 GeVjc. The
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FIG. 4. Detailed experimental layout of CERN shielding experiment in steel. (After Geibel et al.)
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FIG. 8. Variation of star density as a function of
depth in steel measured along the beam axis and
parallel lines 8 cm and 72 cm from the axis.
Incident proton momentum 20 GeVjc. (After
Citron et al.)
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ionizing) tracks emitted per star as a function of
depth in steel. Incident proton momentum
20 GeVjc. (After Citron et al., 1965.)

energy loss of 20-GeV protons in 100 em of steel
is about 1.6 GeV, therefore at this depth the
uninteracted primary proton beam would have an
energy of 18.4 GeV. This difference of about
12 GeV is of course due to energy transfer by
nuclear interaction, and indicates that the charged
particles initiating the starS deep in the steel have
themselves originated from nuclear interactions.

In addition to nuclear emulsion, carbon threshold
detectors and ionization chambers were used.
Although limited by sensitivity and large detection
size, these measurements confirmed a relax.ation
length of about 160 gfcm2, both for absorbed dose
and for particles greater than 20 MeV. Because
of the large detector size relative to the beam,
information on particle buildup is limited, but
Baarli et ale (54) estimate a total of nine particles of

150 g/em2

·340 g/em 2

129 g/em2
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difficulty in defining a unique relaxation length is
clearly demonstrated!

The use of nuclear emulsion permitted visual
inspection of stars and hence a rough determination
of whether the'y were produced by an uncharged
or charged incident particle. Figure 9 shows the
fraction of stars with no charged primary (judged
by the absence of a minimum.-ionizing particle in
the backward hemisphere) measured for 20-GeVjc
primary protons. The increasing fraction ·of stars
created by neutrons is clearly seen; its steady
increase probably indicates that an equilibrium
ratio of high-energy protons to neutrons has not
-been completely established. Measurements at
10 GeVjc indicate a somewhat more rapid approach
to equilibrium. (52)

Measurement of the average multiplicity of
minimum-ionizing particles emitted from stars
gives a rough indication of the average energy of
the incident particles. Figure 10 shows that the
average shower track number, fis , of stars produced
by the interaction of charged primaries decreases
rapidly with penetration into the steel. Thus at a
depth of 100 em in steel fis is about 2.6, cor
responding to an average energy of 6 GeV. The
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greater than 20 MeV to be produced by an incoming
20-GeV proton, which they consider to be itt good
agreement with the value of nine cascade nucleons
per inelastic interaction at 3 GeV listed by Linden
baum. (55) It is not completely clear, however, to
what extent charged pions were detected in the
experiment by Baarli et ale

Two groups have attempted to compare the
experimental data obtained in the CERN series
of shielding measurements.

The earlier experiments have been studied by
Alsmiller et al., (56-58) who solved the coupled
cascade transport equations in 'straight-ahead'
approximation and applied these results to the cal
culation of the components of a cascade generated
in heavy concrete by 24-GeV protons. (58) Com
parison of these calculations with the measure
ments at 20 and 24 GeV reported. by Citron
et ale (48) is difficult for several reasons. Citron et ale
measured the nuclear star density on beam axis,
whereas the one-dimensional Oak Ridge' calcu
lations should be compared to an integration over
a plane transverse to the beam direction. Further
more, the effective energy threshold of a star is
somewhat ambiguous, depending upon scanning
technique and efficiency, but is of the order of
100 MeV. Figure 11 shows a comparison between
measured star density in the broad- and narrow
beam experiments and the calculated values for
different production energy thresholds. The
measured star densities are attenuated more
rapidly than the calculations predict, as expected.
Figure 12 compares the measured and calculated
fractions ofall stars produced by neutrons. Neutron
contamination of the beam influences the experi
mental results.
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FIG. 11. Comparison of star densities calculated
by a 'straight-ahead' model with experimental data
in concrete. Incident proton energy 24 GeV.
(After Alsmiller and Murphy.)
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Geibel and Ranft(59) used a Monte Carlo method
to estimate the three-dimensional development of
the nuclear cascade induced in steel and obtained
good agreement with the experimental data re
ported by- Citron et ale (53) and Childers et ale (52)

These early calculations were, however, limited by
the secondary~particle production input data.
Ranft(60) has now improved these data and repeated
the calculations more precisely with improved
secondary-particle production information. Fig
ures 13 and 14 show typical results obtained
indicating excellent agreement. Unfortunately,
good as this agreement is, neither experimental nor
theoretical techniques have yet reached the stage
where direct overlap is .possible. Numerical
solutions of the coupled cascade transport equations
in straight-ahead approximation, although ac
curate at high energies, become less and less reliable
at low energies. Similarly, adequate particle
production information (or input into Monte
Carlo calculations is not 'yet available, and the
results of such computations become increasingly
suspect at lower secondaryrpQ.rticle energies.

4. BERKELBY SHIELDING
EXPERIMENT-1964

The beam intensity available for the CERN
experiments was limited to ~ 105 protons/sec.
Measurements with nuclear emulsions were made
down to relative transmissions of between 10-5

and 10-6, but measurements with activation de
tectors and ionization chambers were limited to
relative transmission of only 10-3. Since secondary
particles below 50 MeV in general produce the
largest component to the dose equivalent ·outside
shielding, (32) it is. n'ecessary to study their pro
duction and transmission through thick shields.
The development of an extracted proton beam of
much higher intensity at the Bevatron made it
possible to design an experiment designed to fill in
some of the unresolved details in the CERN series
of experiments.

In 1964 an experiment was mounted at the
Bevatron that used a 6.2-GeV proton beam of
maximum intensity 1011 protons/sec. At the front
face of the experimental array of concrete blocks
the beam spot was circular and approximately
5 cm in diameter. The high incident beam intensity
permitted measurements to depths of 24 ft in
ordinary concrete (1760 g/cm2) or transmission of
~ 10-6for several threshold detectors.

Figure 15 shows a general view of the shielding
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prevent. interference from stray radiation scattered
in from the sides. The assembly consisted of
ordinary concrete .in block form, and was 28 ft
thick along the beam direqtion, 22 ft wide, and
18 ft high. Several special thin blocks were placed
at the front of the array (not visible in Fig. 15);
deeper in the stack, slots provide access to the beam
line at intervals of 4 feet. Rows of blocks were
separated by 3-in.-wide gaps to allow insertion of
detectors, but all portions of these gaps are filled
with -gypsum (approximately same density as con
crete) to prevent neutron diffusion along the slots.

Two principal goals were set for the experiment.
The first was to extend the information obtained at
CERN to neutrons of much lower energy. This
was achieved by the use of various activation
detectors with thresholds between 3 and 20 MeV.
Secondly, the experiment was designed to test in a

o Experimental data
(Citron et al.)

III

~ 0.8

FIG. 14. Fraction of neutral stars as a function
of depth in steel~comparison between calculated
and measured values. Incident proton momentum
20 GeV/c. (After Ranft.)
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array and gives an impression of the size of the
structure, which was designed to be large enough to

FIG. 15. Shielding experiment at the Bevatron. The proton beam is incident from the left. Radiation
detectors are being placed in position.
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FIG. 16. Relative flux-density distributions nor
mal to the incident beam direction measured in
concrete by using the (27A1-+ 24Na) reaction.
Incident proton energy 6 GeV. (After Smith et al.)
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FIG ~ 17. Relative flux-density distribution mea
surements along paths drawn at several angles to
the point of incidence of the proton beam on the
concrete shield. Measurements made with the
27Al-+24Na reaction. Incident proton -energy
6 GeV. (After Smith et al.)
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Figure 17 shows such data for the Al activation
detector for angles up to 60 deg. These trans
mission curves are seen to be exponential and
essentially parallel within the experimental accuracy.
(The errors were no larger than point size indicated.)
Similar results were obtained with 12C threshold
detectors.

Figure 18 shows transmission measurements
along the beam direction made with gold, aluminum,
and carbon detectors. A steady progression in
slopes of the transmission curves ·is evident-the
slopes tend to become similar at great depths but
the curves are not identical. The data have been
normalized at a depth of 8 ft in the assembly to
show this effect clearly. At great depths the carbon
detector gives an effective attenuation length of
108 gjcm2; the Al and Au detectors give 114 and
120 g/cm2, respectively. Smith interprets this
result as evidence that complete equilibrium is not
established until·rather deep depths in the concrete
are reached-say, 12 to 16 ft. In support of this
view Fig. 19 shows that the ratio of activity
measured by carbon and aluminum detectors
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systematic way some of the predictions of the
'Moyer Model.' It will be recalled that this
phenomenological model had met with some
success in extrapolating shielding for the Bevatron
and that it might usefully be generalized. Since
the Moyer model posits that the transmission of
the nuclear cascade is ·controlled by high-energy
neutrons and that an equilibrium cascade is
rapidly created, measurements of low-energy
neutrons form a sensitive test of the model.

Details of the experimental data obtained have
been given by Smith, McCaslin, and Pick(61) and
Smith, (47) who described data obtained with activa
tion detectors, and by Thomas, (62) who described
data obtained by using nuclear emulsions and
measurements of the activity induced in sulfur
measured by Shaw(63) of the Rutherford Laboratory.

Figure 16 shows typical lateral flux-density
profiles measured in the assembly-in this case py
using the 6-MeV threshold reaction 27AI(n, fX)24Na.
Similar data were obtained for thermal neutrons
and. by using the 32S(n, p)32P and 12CC;:~~)11C

reactions. From such traverses, the transmission
of flux density from the front of the shield assembly,
at a given angle to beam direction, was obtained.
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FIG. 18. Relative flux density along beam axis.
Measurements made with 197Au(n, y)198Au, 27A1-+
24Na, and 12C-+llC reactions. Data normalized at
a depth of 8 ft in concrete. Incident proton energy
6 GeV. (After Smith et a/.)
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FIG. 19. Typical example of the ratio of detector
response as a function of distance from the point
of incidence to the proton beam on the shield. The
curve labeled 'axial profile' was obtained in the
beam direction; that labeled 'lateral profile' was
obtained at a depth of 4 ft into the shield in a
direction normal to the beam direction. Incident
proton energy 6 GeV. (After Smith.)
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becomes constant at deep depths in the beam
direction. In the transverse direction, however,
equilibrium is more rapidly attained. In, further
support of his hypothesis that equilibrium is .not
reached at shallow depths, Smith reports measure
ments made with· the same detector but with
varying initial proton energy-between 2.2 and
6.2 GeV. The lower the primary beam energy, the
lower the apparent attenuation length, values
ranging from 99 to 114 gjcm2 being obtained (see
Fig. 20).

Unfortunately the experimental data obtained
in this experiment were not numerically analyzed
by a technique similar to that described by Gilbert
et ale (44) . The successful use of the Moyer model in
interpreting the latter experiment may now en
courage this step. It 'is clear, however, that the
data give strong support for the basic premises of
the Moyer model, namely:

1. the transmission of particle, fluxes with an
attenuation length independent of angle to the
radiation source,

2. the establishment of an equilibrium spectrum
at sufficiently deep depths in the shield.



With r. measured in feet and 8 in degrees, Moore
found a value of 'k of 1.5 per circulating 30-GeV
proton. In commenting upon the 1/02 from the
angular distribution Moore drew attention to the
similar result reported by Hoffman and Sullivan(66)
measured around a thin beryllium target. More
recent angular distribution measurements by
Charlambus et ale (67) at 20 GeV and by Gilbert
et I ale (44) at 15 and 25 GeV show the suggested
1/82 form to be a fair approximation. From
Eq. (10) Moore deduces that 24 particles having
energy greater than 20 MeV are produced per
30-GeV proton incident upon a Be target.

To study the transmission of radiation through
the AGS shielding, vertical holes were drilled
through the sand above accelerator magnets and
in the side shielding. These holes allowed mea
surements to be made through 10 feet of sand
vertically above the accelerator and through 20
feet of sand to the side.

Typical transmission data obtained vertically
above the accelerator are shown in Fig. 22. (67)
Over the limited range possible ( ~ 50 in attenua
tion) the relaxation length of flux density was
evaluated to be 83 g/cm2 • To extend data to
greater depth, measurements were made in the
median plane, and typical results are shown in
Fig. 23. The strong influence of geometrical
factors on the data is clearly seen, making a simple
interpretation difficult. Casey et ale (68) summarize
their results by an exponential transmission of
flux density (or dose rate) with relaxation length

92

where 4>(r, 0) is the flux density of particles greater
than 20 MeV,

r is the distance fro1,11 the target,
and 8 is the angle from. the beam direction.
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5. BROOKHAVEN AGS EXPERIMENT

Significant as the CERN and Berkeley experi
ments were in the development of our understand
ing of the nuclear cascade, they left many questions
unanswered. They were primarily concerned with
the development of the nuclear cascade in the
forward direction; but in the design of the per
manent shielding of a large high-energy accelerator,
knowledge of the transverse development of the
nuclear cascade is also needed as· well as the spec
trum of radiation field produced.

In planning for an increase in intensity of the
Brookhaven AGS measurements of particle at
tenuation transverse to the beam in both the
accelerator room and the shield were made.
Circulating 30-GeV protons struck an internal Be
tar?et, .and radiation measurements were made by
actIvatIon detectors and photographic film. In the
accelerator room, flux densities were measured
a~o.und the b~am axis downstream from the target,
gIvIng the Isoflux contours shown in Fig.21.
The approximately cylindrical nature of these
contours (64) led Moore(65) t6 -interpret the flux
density from the target by the equation

k
4>(r,8) = r28220 deg ~ 8~ 90 deg, (10)
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contours IS ~ 10 per cent. (After Casey-et al.)
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83 g/cm2 (using a measured value of 1.82 g/cm3 for
the density of earth). They suggest, however, -that
the exponential character is fortuitous, resulting
from a special combinati9n of geometry~ angular
distribution of secondaries from the target, and
change in interaction length at various inclinations
to the beam direction.

O'Brien and McLaughlin(69) have applied poly
nomial neutron transport theory(70) to neutrons of
500 MeV and' below, generated in a nuclear
cascade, and compared their calculations with
measurements reported by Distenfeld and Col
vette (71) Figure 24 ~hows a, comparison between
calculated and measured attenuation of neutrons
having an energy greater than 20 MeV. Agreement
between the normalized data is seen to be good.

Although these techniques have been successful
in describing relative neutron transmission through
accelerator shields, it has not yet been possible to
make an absolute comparison of theoretically
predicted and measured neutron' flux densities.
Recent calculations of neutron dose-equivalent
rates from galactic cosmic rays by such techniques
has revealed only fair agreement with measured
values, however. (72)
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FIG. 23. Variation' of flux density in sand shield
of the AGS-horizontal direction. Other condi
tions as for Fig. 22. Measurements made at mid
magnet positions H12, H13, H14, H15. (After
Casey et al.)
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of the AGS. Measurement with carbon activation
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on target in straight section HIO. Measurements
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FIG. 24. A comparison between calculated_ and
measured relative neutron transmission through
the sand shield of the Brookhaven AGS. (After
O'Brien 'and McLaughlin.)
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Casey et al. concluded that particle attenuation
transverse to the beam direction. \vas much more
rapid than would be concluded from calculations
based on strongly interacting particle interaction
lengths. This suggestion is in conflict with the
Moyer model, and of such interest as to stimulate
further studies.

6. CERN-LRL-RHEL SHIELDING
EXPERIMENT

Following the work at Brookhaven, another
experiment was planned at the CERN PS by
groups drawn from CERN, the Lawrence Radia
tion Laboratory-Berkeley, and the Rutherford
Laboratory, all of whom were actively engaged in
the design of accelerators in the several-hundred
GeV range. The goals of this experiment, designed
to answer many of the questions posed by the
Brookhaven measurements, were:

1. Study of the transmission of particles through
earth shielding, principally at 90 deg to an internal
target in the accelerator.

2. Measurement of neutron spectra at different
depths in the earth shield.

3. Measurement of the angular distribution of
high energy particles from an internal target.

As at the AGS,. vertical holes were drilled in the
earth shield above and to the side of the accelerator.
Figure 25 shows a vertical cross section of the CPS
tunnel, indicating hole locations; Fig. 26 shows
a plan view of the area in which radiation measure
ments were made in the shielding.

Extensive discussions of the experimental data
obtained have been published,(44.73-76) and it is
possible to give only a brief discussion here.

Figure 27 shows some details of actual measure
ments of beam losses· made with aluminum foils
on the' accelerator vacuum chamber close to an
internal target. Fine structure due to the presence
of accelerator magnets may be seen. Subsequent
analysis of these data showed the beam-loss
distribution about the target to be represented
sufficiently accurately by a base level, <x, representing
the average low-level losses with a target con
tribution superposed which decreased in intensity
downstream ftom the target. Thus the beam loss
s(z) may be represented by the equations:

s(z) = <X Z < 0, (lla)
s(z) = <X(l+f3e-z/J1.) z>O, (lIb)

where z is measured from the target position.
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FIG. 25. Vertical cross section of the 25-GeV CERN proton synchrotron tunnel, showing the disposition
of detector holes in the earth shield. (After Gilbert et at.)
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FIG. 26. Plan view of the CPS, showing the disposition of detector holes in the earth shield. (After
Gilbert et al.)

More sophisticated analytical representation
of the data, (77. 78) or even use of the actual numerical
data, does not produce any significant improvement
in the quality of fit to measured fluxes in the earth
shield, (44) and it may therefore be inferred that
Eq. (11) is an adequate representation of the
source term for the CPS. It might quite correctly
be objected that the relative activities of aluminum
foils which are sensitive to rather low-energy
particles only indirectly reflect the high-energy
proton source structure. It would have been prefer
able to use detectors with a much higher energy
threshold, but this was technically not feasible at
the time measurements were made. However,
measurements with other low-energy detectors
gave-the same results and support the view that no
serious error is involved, as also do Monte Carlo
estimates of beam loss by Ranft (79) (Fig. 28).
At large distances from internal targets such a
simple prescription as Eq. (11) fails at the,CPS, the
beam loss at levels ~ 1 per cent of the maximum
being somewhat random. (44) The approximately
exponential reduction of target contribution to the
beam losses with distance from the target that was
observed at the CPS will not necessarily be observed
at other accelerators. A somewhat different
distribution was observed, f~r example, at the
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FIG. 27. Fine-structure details of the beam-loss
distribution measured in the- vacuum chamber of
the CPS close to an internal target. (After Gilbert
et al.)
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FIG. 29. The angular distribution of neutrons
above 20 MeV energy produced by 26- and 14
GeV proton beam incident on a thin target, as
measured by Gilbert et al., and calculated from
Ranft's semi-empirical formula. (After Routti and
Thomas.)
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in Ranft's semi-empirical formula. Routti and
Thomas(81) have used Ranft's formula to calculate
the angular distribution of protons greater than
150 MeV from a thin Be target and shown that the
shape of the distribution about 90 deg is nearly
independent of primary proton energy between 1
and 300 GeV. Fot angles around 90 deg., the
angular distribution may be expressed(45) by a
simple exponential form,

e(O) = ye-71B• (12)

Figure 31 shows the angular distribution of
neutrons greater than 150 MeV produced by
14-GeV protons incident 'upon beryllium and iron
targets compared with the function exp( - 40).
Routti and Thomas (45) conclude such an angular
distribution should be used in the estimation of
transverse shielding when Eq. (7) is used.

Preliminary results of the CERN shielding experi,;.
ment reported by Gilbert et ale indicated that a
simple exponential model of transmission was
inadequate, because the attenuation length inferred
is a function of the assumed geometry, and also of
position relative to the target at which the measure
ment was made. Figure 32 shows the result of

•

•
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•
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• - Experimental Aluminum Foil
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Minimum Loss--.-----------------
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18 22 26 30
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FIG. 28. Comparison of measured beam-loss
distribution with Monte Carlo calculations due to
Ranft. (After Gilbert et al.)

c 1......-------l:=--==------------I
~

AGS. (68) The precise details of the beam-loss
distribution is of course a complex function of
target dimensions, magnet spacing, and physical
size, accelerator magnetic field configuration, and
other accelerator characteristics. It is nevertheless
important to have good estimates of the beam-loss
distribution pattern if the distribution of secondary
particles through the shield is to .be understood.
Awschalom(78) has indicated that large errors (as
much as a factor of 10) can result in. estimates of
flux densities if no account is taken of source
distribution.

It is important to understand not only spatial
distribution of beam losses but also· the angular
distribution of neutrons emitted from .the primary
beam interactions.

Figures 29 and 30 show measurements of the
angular distribution of neutrons from a thin Be
target made with activation detectors having
thresholds of 20 and 600 MeV respectively. A
comparison with the angular distribution predicted
by Ranft(80) is surprisingly good, giving confidence
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FIG. 30. The angular distribution of neutrons above 600 MeV energy produced by 26- and 14-GeV proton
beam incident on a thin target, as measured by Gilbert et al., and calculated from Ranft's semi-empirical
formula. (After Routti and Thomas.)
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FIG. 31. The angular distribution of neutrons
above 150 MeV energy produced by 14-GeV pro
tons incident on thin Fe ap.d Be targets, as calcu
lated from Ranft's semi-empirical formula. (After
Routti and Thomas.)
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FIG. 32. The influence of geometrical models on
apparent attenuation length. (After Gilbert et al.)

expressing identical flux measurements in terms of
different geometrical models. Although of high
accuracy ( ~ 3 per cent), the data are nevertheless
inadequat~ of themselves to permit any .. objective
choice as to the preferred geometrical model.
Additional information is therefore required if the
relaxation lengths obtained from shielding experi
ments are to be related to particle attenuation
lengths. The influence of source distribution on
relaxation length is indicated in Fig. 33, which
shows the vertical attenuation of neutron flux as
measured with aluminum activation detectors in
three locations. Although the experimental data
are well fitted by straight lines (exponentials), it is
incorrect to assume, without incorporating geo
metrical effects and the influence of source shape,
that the slopes of these lines yield the attenuation
mean free path in earth.

Because the CERN experim.ental data in the
earth shield were so extensive, analysis was at
tempted in terms of the simple phenomenological
model first derived by Moyer. The flux at a point
in the shield was written as

cP'lJ = fS(z) B(8)e-xjA dQ dz (13)

whereS(z) '- is the number of protons interacting
in a line element dz,

e(O) is the angular distribution of particles
at the target,

x is the total shield thickness traversed,
A is the attenuation length.

The practical problem of analysis consisted of two
parts-the first of defining realistic physical
functions· for .S(z) and e(O) (appropriate functional
forms have already been discussed), and the second
of obtaining the 'best fit values' for the param~ters

of the functions.
A computer program-FLUXFT-developed

by Close,(82) incorporates an appropriate geometry
subroutine and a mininlization procedure that
may operate with up to eight parameters. It was
used to analyze the data and to describe experi
mental flux measurements ranging over distances of
nearly 100 meters from the target C:lnd over a flux
range of ~ 105 by only five independent parameters
(mean free path, angular distribution coefficient,
source relaxation length, and two normalization
constants). Typical results (Fig. 34) showed that
the single set.of parameters could fit measured data
to an average accuracy to within less than 20 per cent
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FIG. 34. Examples of typical fits to experimental
data obtained at CERN when FLUXFT is used.
(After Gilbert et al.)
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FIG. 33. The influence of source distribution on
relaxation length.

over an attenuation range of 105. As might be
expected, the attenuation length in earth was quite
well constrained to 117 ± 2 g/cm2• The angular
distribution coefficient, 7], is not so well constrained
but has a value between 2 and 2.5 for flux densitie~
of energy greater than 20 MeV. The quality of
the fit finally obtained by using these best-fit
parameters is indicative of the excellence of the
phenomenological model.

Routti and Thomas(45) have used the experi
mental data obtained at CERN to derive a simple
expression for the shield thickness required for an
acceler~torwith uniform beam loss in the geometry
shown 'in Fig. 3. They write

L
DE= (a +d) M(4, d/A), (14)

where DE is dose-equivalent rate, in mremjh at
the shield surface,

L is uniform beam loss rate, in GeVjcm
sec,

A is attenuation length of high-energy
neutrons, and

a, d are explained in Fig. 3 and measured in
meters.

The Moyer Integral(45) M(4, djA) is given by

(4 dj) J
1T . ( - d cosec ())

M, A = oexp (-48) exp 'A d 8.

(15)

A comparison between shield estimates made for
200-GeVand 300-GeV accelerators, using Eq. (15)
and extrapolation of the experimental data reported
by Gilbert et al., (44) is given in Table V. The
agreement is seen to be good.

Values of Moyer Integrals have been tabulated, (45)
and using the values

A= 53.9 cm = 116.5 gjcm2,

a,= 2.8 m,

Routti and Thomas obtain for the required total
s~ielding thickness, t, as a function of LjD, the
SImple expression

t(gjcm2) = 230 log (L [GeVjcm sec]) - 610.
10 D [mremjh]

(16)

This simple .formula, however, applies only to
regions of fairly uniform beam loss.
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TABLE V

Calculated shield thicknesses for high energy proton synchrotrons.

Total shield thickness
including magnet

(g/cm2
)

Beam Magnet Gilbert Routti &
Energy loss Radius (GeV per D thickness et al. Thomas
(GeV) (pisec) (m) cm sec) (mremjh) LID (gjcm2) (Ref. 44) (Ref. 45)

25.5 2 x 1011 100 1.8 X 107 0.8a 2.3 x 107b 400 1085c 1085c

25.5 1012 100 9.0 X 107 0.8 1.1 x 10sb 400 1240 1240
25.5 1013 100 9.0 X lOs 0.8 1.1 x 109b 400 1455 1470

200. 2 x 1012 693 9.2 x lOs 1.25 7.4 x 108 280 1440 1430

200. 2 x 1012 693 9.2 x 108 0.25 3.7 x 109 280 1600 1590
300. 6 x 1012 1200 2.4 x 109 0.8 3.0 x 109 300 1585 1570

CPS
CPS
CPS
LRL
design
study
(Ref. 19)
CERN
design
study
(Ref. 20)

100

Accele
rator

a. Experimental value (Ref. 44).
b. Effective value due to beam clipper (Ref. 44).
c. Normalized to the same value.

Above the internal targets the use of this simple
formula is not very precise. Typically the value of
L/D above the targets is some two orders of
magnitude higher than in the regions of low beam
loss. Such as assumption with the Moyer Integrals
leads to a conservative estimate. For precise
shield configurations detailed beam-loss distri
bution should be used.

In summary, the use of the Moyer Integrals
allows rapid and accurate estimates of the high
energy neutron flux above different threshold
energies as well as the dose-equivalent rate to be
found at the surface of proton accelerator shields
operating in the energy region 5 to 500 GeV.

The precision for the flux arid dose-rate estimates
in regions of uniform beam loss is likely to be
better than a factor of 2, and even in target regions
the dose-rate estimates are fairly reliable.

7. SUMMARY AND A LOOK INTO
THE FUTURE

We have seen that radiation studies made during
the 1960's at high-energy accelerators confirmed
the· intuition of Moyer and· Lindenbaum. The
early (1960-63) CERN experiments distinguished
between attenuation on beam axis and 'lateral
integrated' attenuation, but did not completely
succeed in identifying the attenuation length
appropriate to accelerator shield design. Nuclear

emulsions proved to be an invaluable visual
technique facilitating a description of the cascade
development. In 1964 the development of ex
tracted proton beams at the Bevatron facilitated
studies of the low-energy neutrons produced in the
cascade and the first attempts at neutron spectrum
measurement. As yet no formal analysis of these
straight-ahead shielding measurements has been
attempted in terms of a phenomenological model
such as that due to Moyer, although both series of
experiments can be interpreted to confirm its basic
assumption. Measurements at great depths in the
shield at Berkeley indicated the presence of an
equilibrium spectrum at low energies and much
lower attenuation lengths than had previously
been reported-close to that predicted by use of
high-energy inelastic cross sections.

As the very large 200- to 500-GeV proton
accelerators were designed, the emphasis and
interest shifted from straight-ahead to transverse
shielding, because such shielding is a substantial
capital investment for such large machines. At
present interest has reverted to straight-ahead
experiments because of the need to design adequate
beam backstops for disposal of the intense beams
extracted from the strong-focusing synchrotrons.
Thus Levine and Moore(83. 84) have reported
studies in a composite assembly of tungsten,
uranium, steel, and concrete. Both the strongly
interacting flux densities in the stack and the mean
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flux density emerging from the assembly were
measured. Although preliminary, the measure
ments are of interest in that they are the first
attempts to study the influence of a magnetic field
on the dispersion of the muons. Goebel and
Ranft (85) have reported a comparison between
neutron flux densities .of energy greater than lOa
MeV calculated by Monte Carlo techniques and
measurements with threshold detectors outside a
3-meter-long beam stop. Agreement was obtained
in general within a factor of 2.

The advances in our understanding of the
development and transmission of the nuclear
cascade in matter summarized here have made it
possible to design accelerator shields with fair
precision. This will facilitate economies in the
shielding construction, and it is self-evident
in these difficult financial times that every effort
will be made by designers to reduce the investment
in static blocks of steel and concrete !This is of
course to be lauded and encouraged, but some
words of caution are needed. All is not yet perfect
in our understanding, and it would be ironic if the
mistakes of th"e fifties were repeated in the seventies
in a display of overconfidence. To check the
accuracy of existing calculational models it would
be desirable to plan future, 'shielding measure
ments' so that the experimental results obtained are
in a form susceptible of calculation. Conversely,
theoreticians might be persuaded to make" calcu
lations in terms of the radiation detectors available
to the experimenter, and in realistic shielding
materials. In the opinion of the authors, the Berke
ley-CERN-Rutherford shielding experiment rep
resents an experiment capable of testing theore
tical calculations with some severity. The density
and composition of the shield is known with some
accuracy; flux-density measurements were made
with a variety of threshold detectors; the 'primary
proton-loss pattern is well known; and so is the
geometry of the experiment. Although calculations
in an actual, rather than simulated, shield for the
complex geometry involved may be tedious, such a
comparison is ultimately necessary to test cascade
models. The increasing capability of Monte
Carlo calculations and other computational tech
niques is encouraging-it might eventually be
possible to simulate the precise operational details
in the computer and obtain exact estimates of
radiation levels. Such calculations, however, are
difficult, expensive, and perhaps several years into
the future. Furthermore, we must not fall into the
trap of leaning too heavily on the results of calcu-

lations unsupported by experimental data. The
'proof of the pudding is,' after all, 'in the eating,'
and the calculations should stand or fall by their
ability to predict observations.

As the accuracy of shielding estimation improves,
increasing attention must be given to the location
and amount of beam loss. Efforts of heroic pro
portions are being made at the National Accelerator
Laboratory to increase beam-extraction efficiencies
to better than 99 per cent, (86) and at Brookhaven
studies of beam losses along transported beam are
under way. (87) It seems certain that large accelerator
operation in the future will combine shields opti
mized for low beam losses with continuous radia
tion-monitoring surveillance. High radiation levels,
which could result in potential equipment damage
or radiation exposure, would then result in rapid
shutdown.. Slowly increasing radiation levels might
well be used to prognosticate imminent component
failure and facilitate remedial action before
emergency shutdown. Such systems, although
demanding less shielding, win require an increasing
sophistication in our understanding of radiation
fields produced outside accelerator shields. "

Thomas(38) has reviewed the studies of the
transmission of accelerator-produced radiation at
large distances, often referred to as 'Skyshine,' up
to" mid-1964. He showed that measurements of
absolute neutron flux densities at large distances
from sources of known intensity were necessary to
confirm the predictions by Lindenbaum. (88) Mea
surements of the relative variation of neutron flux
density were, by themselv~s, of little value in
confirming theory unless carried out to very large
distances from the radiation source. Distenfeld
and Colvett(89) have reported measurements at
distances up to 900 metres from the Brookhaven
AGS that suggest a somewhat smaller attenuation
in air than that suggested by Thomas. The errors
on these measurements are, however, rather large,
and the influence of other adjacent radiation
sources may have been significant. Skyshine has
not been a serious problem at high-energy accele
rators provided with roof shielding.

The phenomenon known as 'groundshine,' the
leakage of radiation underneath heavy-density
shielding, was first observed at the Brookhaven
AGS around target shielding. (23) Knowles has
discussed .the problem in the Yale Meson Factory
Design Study report, (21) and its solution lies in
reducing the scattered radiation by extending the
high-density shielding into the lighter-density
foundation. (19)
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Alsmiller et ale (90) have recently made calcu
lations of 'groundshine' for a target bombarded by
high-energy protons shielded by iron above an
earth foundation. The calculations indicate that
close to the shield wall roughly half the observed
radiation level is due to groundshine.

Finally, as was indicated by' Keefe, (28) muons
will represent an increasing problem as the intensity
of the 30-GeV accelerators increases, at Serpukhov
and at Batavia. Some progress in this area has been
reported by the Oak Ridge (91, 92) and NAL(93, 94)
groups since ,the pioneer work of Ke.efe et ale
(28,95-97) but this also remains a major problem for
the future.
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